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INTRODUCT! ON 

As society movl'S into an age of information, computers becoml' 

increasingly evident as an int ..gral part of this transition. Wi th 

thl'ir abi I i ty to store and process vast amounts of information and 

data, computers have assuml'd major roles in many areas of thl' modern 

world such as education wherl' thl'Y aid in instruction, industry whl'rl' 

they are used to control machinl'ry, scientific rl'search whl'rl' th .. y 

aid in analYsis, entl'rtainment where they crl'atl' colorl'd pictures 

from previously existing black and whi te pictures, and communications 

where they are used to manage large networKs. Much of the 

integration of computers into the various areas of SOCiety has been 

due to micro-computers. Wi th their affordabil ity, speed, 

avai labi Ii ty, memory capaci ty, and calculating power, micro-computers 

have been incorporated into laboratories, offices, classrooms, and 

homes, al lowing for activities today which weI''' only imaginable in 

years past. Today micro-computers are used in activi ties ranging 

from the very personal level such as balancing checKbooKs and writing 

research papl'rs to activities that are of national interest such as 

aviation and space travel, as well as countless other activities 

which would not have been possibll' wi thout the introduction of the 

micro-computer. The significance and impact of micro-computers is 

apparent in our society with its video games, rockets carrying men to 

the moon, engines which tune themselves according to the condition of 

their exhaust gasl's, and weapons which autonomously distinguish tanKs 

from boulders. 
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There are many areas of computer science which are rapidly 

growing with the needs of society to process information. One that is 

espec ally rich for exploration involves the graphic applications of 

the micro-computer. Using micro-computers as a means of producing 

graphic images is useful in many areas such as fl ight simulation for 

training pi lots, creating music videos, analyzing satell ite 

photographs, producing video games, and the analYsis and presentation 

of data. AI though all of these appl ications of computer graphics are 

important, my project focuses upon the latter, the useful appl icatlon 

of the micro-computer to the presentation and analysis of data. The 

crux of my project Is a computer program, Or I ist of instructions, 

which demonstrates some of the capabil ities of the micro-computers 

found at Pembroke State to process information and data. In 

particular the information which is presented by the micro-computer 

n my project pertains to the development of Pembroke State 

University and changes in the university as it has grown with the 

technological age. 

My project as mentioned involves a collection of computer 

programs which I have designed to examine specific aspects of the 

univers ty as they are related to questions I have concerning the 

history Pembroke areas such as physical development, historic 

events, and the geographic location of alumni. These programs are 

Dynamic Map, which recreates diagrams locating major building of the 

campus as they have appeared during the past seventy-nine years! 

Historic Timel ine, a program designed to 1 ist the historical events 

pertaining to PembroKe state, North Carol na, the United States, and 

the World from 1887 unti 1987; Commuter, which explores the use of 

speed as a quantity which can be directly d splayed while animating 
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changes n commuter levels and enrollment; Alumni Dispersion, a 

subprogram designed to display information concerning the dispersion 

of alumni over the U.S. and North Carolina, and Data Analysis, which 

provides graphs of statistics concerning Pembroke State. In each of 

its five sub-programs this program emphasizes the micro-computer's 

ab I ty to create vivid graphic images which may offer insight to 

nformation which previously existed in numeric form. soIn doi ng, 

also exploits the computer's abil ity to vary the form and direction 

of the presentation according to the varying interest o~ the user 

Thus, this proje~t seeKs to demonstrate a medium which would not have 

been possible prior to the computer age. In the remainder of this 

paper I will provide a more in depth explanation concerning the 

nature and motivation of this project and in so doing emphasize the 

role of each subprogram in the total project. I will also offer a 

general overview of the methods I used in creating my project as 

well as a brief discussion of other considerations involved n 

this programming project. In conclusion I have also included a brief 

discussion of the insight which this project has given me. 

MOTIVATION ANQ NATURE OF PROJECT 

Individual sub-programs are the component parts of this 

project. The first sub- program which has been labeled 'HistoriC 

Timel ine" uses the computer's memory and display capabil i ties to st 

Key events on the development of PembroKe State as they may have 

related to events in the development of North Carol ina, the United 

States, and the World (see example Ill). Since I ists have been a 

primary means of express ng data and information for centuries, 
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'Historic Timel ine' illustrates how the modern computing dev ce may 

be adapted to perform age old task such as storing, retrieving, and 

sorting I ists, whether they be I sts of events or items I iKe those 

found in 'Historic Timeline' or a Christmas shopping I st. Such a 

I isting of events presented in table form allows the user who is 

interested in PembroKe State to gain a more global view of the topiC. 

This global view,may add a new dimension to the insight a person 

might have concerning the Pembroke State because it allows the user 

to infer relationships concerning related events that might not have 

been evident if the person interested in the universi ty was forced 

search from page to page in books rather than concentrate on lists 

diplayed via computer terminal. Other appl ications of how helpful 

computer 1 ists are can be found where vast amounts of information 

must be stored and retrieved. For example, consider Mary Livermore 

Library which is now transferring card catalogs from filing cabinets 

to computer terminals'where searches can be carried out through a 

Keyboard, memory bank, and a display terminal. 

Historic Timel ine allows the user to select a particular year 

of interest to which the computer responds by displaying th~ desired 

information in five categories, which are the year, P.S.U. events, 

N.C. events, U.S. events, and World events. The preceding five 

years information is displayed above and the following five years 

information below. The display was created in this way to in order 

to create an overlap of information which perhaps wi 11 increas~ the 

perspective this program offers to the user. Though the real power 

of the computer s not fully exploited by this particular sub-program 

as it manipulates displays it no doubt offers a great deal of insight 

in to the potential of these machines. 
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The second sub-program sketches maps of Pembroke State as it 

appeared at various stages in its development. This part of the 

project, which is referred to as 'Dynamic Map·, Is much I ike a 

blueprint or an insurance map such as those used by the Sanborn 

Insurance Company only it is a great deal more versatile because it 

enables the user to move forward and backward through the physical 

development of the campus at the touch of a key. As the user presses 

the arrow keys the computer generates drawings wh ch depict buildings 

and roads as they would have appeared if viewed from above during the 

history of the university. The Impl ications of such a presentation 

are two fold. 

First the use of the computer to represent the development of 

PembroKe State not only reflects the abil ity of the computer to 

manage such a tasK but also impl ies a great about the university 

tself. Consider the strong statements this series of computer 


images makes concerning this university and the directions in which 


it has phYsically grown during the course of the past one hundred 


years. Reflect also upon the transitions both the community and the 

rest of the world have undergone as building after building has been 

added to this campus from first Old Ma n to the most recent James B. 

Chavis UniverSity Center. 

The second impl ication of 'Dynamic Map" deals with the 

usefulness and appl ications of such a tool to display and alter 

images which in some way may model real phenomena. When the 

phenomena is one of change, the diplay is one of 'animation' and in 

the case of 'Dynamic Map" the animation is inhractivl? and controlled 

by the user. The display of images depicting physical change such as 

those seen in this program and the versatil ity of their display 
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though po~~ible prior to the advent of micro-computer~ would not have 

been as ~ucces~ful without the micro-computer. The buildings to be 

repre~ented and their po~itions are ba~ed on the user'~ deci~ion~ 

which the computer re~pond~ to without perceptible delay. The notion 

of repre~enting phy~ical change with a computer terminal, which is the 

primary int ... re~t of "Dynamic Map', i~ a notion that ha~ been ~hown to 

have many appl ication~ to microco~ms ~uch a~ those of mol ... cul ... ~ and 

c ... ll~ or to macroco~m~ such as orbit~ of plan ... t~ and th ... ~hifting of 

continent~. The micro-comput ... r offers a great deal in thi~ area of 

depicting phy~ical phenom... na evolving in time. Through the dynamic 

r ... -creation of phy~ial phenomena, a great deal of future program~ wi I I 

do much I iKe "Dynamic Map" and ",xploi t th ... pow ... r of micro-computers. 

Evidence of thi~ appl ication can be seen throughout th ... evolution of 

th ... micro-computer as the~ ... machine~ hav ... b ... en u~ ... d with exi~ting 

form~ of pr ... sentation to further und... rstanding in ar ... as ~uch a~ 

cl imatology, ~trategic national def ... n~ ... , and image proc ... ~~in9 wh ... re 

computer~ int ... rpr ... t variou~ typ ... ~ of photograph~ taK ... n from hi - t ... ch 

cameras aboard sat ... 11 it ... ~ abov ... th ... Earth'~ surfac ... or cr ... at ... d with 

radio wave~ through solid mat ... rial~ or from an instamatic camera. 

With the realization of the vast amount of information exi~ting in 

pictorial form computeor programs such as I'Dynamic Hap" become very 

pract i.cal 

Th ... third ~ubprogram~ i~ ref ... rr ... d to as "Alumni Dispersion" 

becau~e i t d ... pict~ the g ... ographic di~p ... r~ion of PembroKe State 

Univer~i ty'~ graduate~ throughout the N.C. and the contin ... ntal U.S. 

The motivation b ... hind thi~ particular ~ub - program is much I iKe that 

on which weath ... r map~ ar ... cr ... at ...d. By examining a met ... orological 

phenom ... na such a~ high pressure zones, cold fronts and other weather 
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patterns in a more global ~ ... ns ... trends and r ... lationship~ can be se ... n. 

This mor ... global approach to a ~ubject may I ... ad to a gr ...ater 

appr",ciation of not only phY~ical phenomena but al~o sociological, 

... conomic, and other phenomena which OCcur over both large and ~all 

g ... ographic r ... gions. Thi~ conc ... pt of using a map to depict data is by 

no mean~ a new techniqu ... information representation but much I ike 

'Historic Timel in ... ' 'Alumni Dispersion ' lends it~elf to use on th ... 

mi cro-compu ter. 

Con~ider th ... many way~ which thi~ relatively simple concept 


might be appl ied to ~tudYing a giv ... n ~ituation, especially if its 


display were coupled with animation. 
 In ~ituation~ where the 


information i~ not ~tatic and interpr ... tation r ... l ies a great deal on 


change~ in the information thi~ technique of pr ... ~ ... ntation would 

perhap~ off ... r more in~ight than any other mean~ of vi~ual display. 

This m... ans of dynamic di~play would b ... of great value to an economic~ 

in~tructor trying to convey ideas of ... conomic trends, and it would 

provide much to the hi~tory ~tudent trying to se ... th ... inter

relation~hip of k ... y historic events. Al~o consider the value ~uch a 

d... vice would hav ... f~r ~omeone ~tudying a ~ubject involving a sequence 

of related operation~ wh ... re th ... abil ity to rev ... r~e the sequenc ... at·. 

any time would aid in the understanding of the the ~ ... quenc .... 

The data conc ... rning alumni di~persion is only on ... of th ... many 

area~ which lend th ...mselve~ to the type of pr ... sentation which 'Alumni 

Di~per~ion' achi ...ves but it amply illustrates the use of such a 

t ... chniqu ... and the uti I ity of the d... vice which g ... n ... rat ... ~ a 

pres ... ntation of thi~ form. With th ... pot ... ntial of the micro-comput ... r 

to animat ... ~uch information as that ~"''''n in ' Alumni Di~p ... r~ion' th ... 

value of th ... micro-computer a~ a tool for pr ... ~ ... ntation i~ inc ... a~ingly 
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appar~nt. Appl ications of this capabil ity of the micro-computer 

~xist in areas wh~r~ vast quantities of changing data with geographic 

significance are maintained for analysis. By graphically 

representing not only the data but also illustrating the changes in 

the data there is potential for increased understanding concerning 

relationships which may not be revealed in the more traditional 

methods of data representation 

The idea of representing change that has had an important role 

n the prior sub-programs is also a vital aspect in the fourth 

'Commuters', the fourth sub-program of this project. The intent of 

this particular sub-program s to conveY information about the 

commuter students at PembroKe State University using basic 

t~chniques of animation. By creating movement on screen, this 

'Commuters' sub-program explores a way which micro-computer may be 

used to represent quanti tat ve information through physically 

changing the position of particular images on screen relative to 

oth~rs. 

Data was gathered concerning the number of commuting Pembroke 

State students on specific years from the mid - 1960's unt the 

present. This data became a factor in the movement of a car 

representing that year. The cars from each of the years maKe up the 

changing screen which reflects how the number of commuting students 

has changed. Since the value of graphic technique i often based on 

how much information the particular technique coveys I also used 

area as a reflection of change. The area of the cars is 

proportional to the number of students enrolled at P.S.U. during the 

years cars have been created. 

The us~ of speed as means of representing of quantity is a 
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technique which warrants much further exploration. It seems that 

using length and area of geometric shapes to represent quanti ty is a 

tradi tional means of graphically depicting data which has already 

been compl imented by the micro-computer and a means which the micro

computer lends itself to quite naturally. However, 'Commuters', by 

using the some of the animating capabi ties of the micro-computer, 

llustrates another vi tal quality of these machines awai ting 

exploitation. Programs Ke 'Commuters' may serve of great 

importance in- a phys cs lab studying particle motion or in some 

department of transportation where numeric data concerning traffi 

flow on a super-highway would be more useful in an animated 

representation. These are only two of the many situations in which 

the concept of computer animation as a form of data representation is 

nvaluable. 

The fifth and final sub-program is called 'Data Analysis' and, 

though much of the program has been concerned with the analysi of 

data, this particular sub-program taKes a much more traditional 

approach. This program was created to graphically present variouS 

types of numeric data from different periods throughout PembrOKe 

State's development which may be of particular interest to the user. 

After the set of data s selected, the computer generates a scatter 

plot of the data or two sets of data if that option is chosen. This 

scatter plot is made up of connected data points. From the generated 

graphs relationships may be nferred directly by the user. The 

program also taKes the data a step further and and correlates the 

dependent variables of each data set graphing this correlation and 

drawing a I ine of correlation or I ine that best fi ts through the 

third graph. This third graph further enables the user to interpret 
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~plationships in tp~ms of st~ong o~ weaK co~~elation. 

This fifth subp~og~am adds much to the entire p~og~am bpcause 

of its adaptability and ve~satility. In a sense 'Data Analysis' 

could stand alonp as a p~ogram. It was crpated with thp notion of 

future modification and to be easily adapted to data not only about 

PpmbroKp Statp University but f~om many othe~ fields of endeavo~. 

It was also dpsignpd to pp~haps de - mystify collections of nume~ic 

data that a~e challenging to inte~p~et and undp~stand wi thout 

g~aphic ~ep~psentation. 

P~og~ams such as ·Data Analysis· yield much to thp 

unde~standing of vast amounts of statistics gpnp~ated by mode~n 

socipty. P~ograms of this tyPp havp applications in many areas of 

study. Thp importancp of such p~og~ams also adds to the importance 

of thp machinps, the mic~o-compute~, fo~ which thesp p~og~ams a~p 

w~i tten. So much info~mation conce~ning socipty and physical 

phpnomena is maintained in nump~ic fo~m and this info~mation would 

pp~haps bp less useful without a means of inte~p~pting such as 

mic~o-computp~s which arp qui tp efficient at convp~ting this data 

into mpaningful and ~plpvant graphic imagps. 

PROCEDURES AND METHODS 

Having discusspd the gpnp~al natu~e of my p~oject, thp 

activities which wpnt into the completion may be of interest. 

Thp~pfo~e the fol lowing pa~ag~aphs offe~s a step by step explanation 

of how this p~og~am was ca~~ied th~ough va~ious stagps of completion. 

The fi~st and the most c~itical part of this p~oject was 

dete~mining what types of info~mation conce~ning Pemb~oKe State would 
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be app~op~iate fo~ a p~esentation using the mic~o-compute~. In 

focusing my attention to thp aspects of the univp~sity which I would 

p~esent I considered questions such as 'What did Pemb~oKe State looK 

I iKe fifty years ago ?', 'Is thprp any co~relation between malp 

students and fpmale Pemb~oKe Statp " 
and 'Wha twasstudents at ?' , 

happening elsewhpre in the wo~ld when Old Main was const~ucted ?'. 

Wi th some idpa of what info~mation I wanted to wo~K with I then began 

to pnvision" the methods I would usp fo~ p~esentation. Du~ing this 

phasp of development, I sea~ched fo~ a means to c~eatp thp 

p~pspntation. Late in thp sp~ing of this yea~ I began wo~King with 

Tu~bo G~aphix Toolbox and Tu~bo Pascal which becamp the p~og~amming 

languagp o~ inst~uctions for this p~ojpct. 

Tu~bo G~aphix Toolbox is a collection of p~og~ammed p~ocedu~es 

o~ inst~uctions which allows the p~og~ammer to c~eate va~ious types 

of graphic displays without bpcoming a computp~ g~aphics special ist. 

The commands available in Tu~bo Pascal, and the Tu~bo G~aphix Tool 

box apply to specific tasK that the mic~o-compute~ is prog~ammed to 

perfo~m. Thesp commands a~p pa~t of languagps to which thp compute~ 

~psponds. Fo~ the most pa~t, the commands used in this prog~am a~e 

uspd to tu~n ·pixpls· ,tiny phospho~us dots which maKp up the sc~een, 

on and off. Exactly how thpsp pixels would be manipulated depends a 

grpat deal on the p~og~ammp~ and the commands at his disposal. Fo~ 

example a commands such aSj 

BEGIN CLEARSCREENj SELECTWINDOW(I) j 

SELECTWORLD(3)j 

DRAWPOLYGON(MMM.MM.X%%.**) j 

ENDj 

would be pa~t of a p~ocedu~e that would clea~ the sc~een c~eate a 
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specified part of the SCreen in which to manipulate pixels, determine 

the dimensions of that specified part of the screen, and draw a 

multisided figure in that area based on the given specifications. 

Exactly where to draw and what to draw that was determined in the 

planning stage and reI ied a great deal on the commands available to 

me. This project consist of thousands of commands such as the 

example given, with each having a distinct role in the total program. 

This was an ideal language or set of commands for me to work with 

since I wanted to write a tailor made program to create the 

presen ta t i on desired rather than rely on someone else's pre-designed 

program. As became famil iar with Turbo Graphix I became 

increasingly aware of the many possibil i ties of graphic presentation 

awai ting exploration with the use of Turbo Pascal and the Graphic 

Toolbox. With an idea of what I wanted to present and a means of 

presenting it, began to work on the various subprograms I have 

included as well as others. With each subprogram I tried to develop 

a novel and successful means to convey the information which was 

available. 

Th e fir s t su bp r ogr am I wr o.t e wa s 'H i s t or i c Time line'. I t was 

the most difficult of all of the programs because during the time I 

programmed it, I was famil iarizing myself with Turbo Graphix Toolbox 

and Turbo Pascal. As I designed 'Historic Timeline', I sought to 

create a means to display events concerning P.S.U. and the rest of 

the world. In creating and displaying this I ist of events I reI ied 

on the computer's memory to manage a large I ist of events which are 

chronologically ordered. This ordered I ist of events has been 

stored on a diskette independently of the program itself and can be 

updated at any time in the future. 
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'Historic Timel ine' allows the user to input some year which 

is of i nhrest it then searches through its ordered list to find the 

events which correspond to the desired year. After finding the 

appropriate events, the computer then displays them according to mY 

specifications(see example III). Much of the work done with this 

program deal t wi th the display and the most effective way to present 

the .events, as well as deciding which events to display. 

The second major program which I designed which is a part of 

this project is 'Dynamic Map'. Wi th 'Dynamic Map', I essentially am 

trying to illustrate change in the appearance of Pembroke state. 

achieved this Illustrated change by programming the micro-computer 

to draw and erase overhead drawings of key buildings corresponding 

to the time they have stood on our campus. 

The method used to program the shapes of the buildings 

required me take a large scale map of the campus and scale it to the 

dimensions of the computer display terminal. I did the scaling by 

plotting each vertex of each bui Iding based on a coordinate system 

which was one meter X one meter. These vertices have been saved as 

part of 'Dynamic Map' and are used to create polygons on screen in 

the appropriate position and time which are scale models of the 

original bui Iding. To see how involved some of the plotting of 

various structure became refer to example 5 which describes the 

coordinates of the James B. Chavis Student Center. 

The third sub-program which I developed was 'Commuters'. This 

program afforded me an opportunity to explore animation techniques 

using the micro-computer. should also add that throughout the 

course of the entire project I worked on most of these sub-programs 

at the same time I was either creating, or refining the others. The 
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or de rId i sc uss them i s the or de r i n wh i c h the or i ginali de a for 

each of them occurred to me. This is important to Know because even 

as I write this paper 'Commuters' is still being developed. However, 

'Commuters' will in some way reflect change in the number and 

distribution of commuter students at PembroKe State University over 

the past twenty years. While it is usual to represent quantities 

and their changes by the length or area of some geometric shape, 

'Commuters' seeks to explore the possi bi 1 i ty of represent i ng 

quantities by speeds and movements. With for instance cars of 

different shapes and sizes being drawn, moved, erased, and redrawn 

the computer simulates motion which I have designed to illustrate the 

varying number of commuting students at PembroKe State as it may be 

related to total enrollment. 

The forth subproram is 'Data Analysis' and was written to aid 

in the interpretation of existing ann·ual statistics concerning 

PembroKe State as well as other areas of interest for which the 

exist data. This program processes a collection of time-series data 

that exists independent of the program and which can be updated or 

changed at any time. This program performs a variety of important 

operations. The first operation it performs is to plot one set of 

data on screen alone in graphic form of a scatter plot and connected 

data points, or by plotting two sets of data side by side on screen for 

c:ompar i son. It then can graph a scatter plot the two sets, and the 

1 ine of best fit calcualted to minimize the sum of the squares of the 

residuals. This calculation was quite involved since one set of data 

may not coincide chronologically with another set of data or data for 

any single year may be missing. For example statistics concerning 

S.A.T. Scores may exist only from 1978 - 1984, and statistics for Hale 
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Enrollment may exist form 1967 - 1987. This poses a programming 

problem since this data only coincides in the years 1978 -1984 so any 

correlation calculation must be sure to include only statistics from 

the years 1978 - 1984. I resolved this problem by comparing data 

much 1 iKe I did with 'Historic Data ' and retaining only that which 

Identifying and solving problemscoincides for calculation purposes. 


such as these gave me a better appreciation of the worK, 


calculations, and mathematics which is involved in the production of 


modern business and analysis programs. 


The concluding sub-program which I wrote originated from an 

idea I had to use a weather map to display the dispersion of 

PembroKe State's Alumni over the United States and North Carol ina. 

programmed the computer to save a screen on which a map of the 

United States was created by tiny dots much in the same wayan 'Etch 

a SKetch' worKs. The picture I saved can be recalled at a later 

time at which the dispersion of alumni in various geographic regions 

will be indicated by either number or symbols. This was the 

simplest of all the programs to create and al though it was 

comparatively easy to maKe it has an impact which is as strong as 

any of the other programs. 

The objectives and goals of this project were achieved by 

dividing the program into sub-parts which in original form were 

prototypes of some idea. These prototypes were developed as 

i ndi v i dual parts using the available commands whi Ie not losing sight 

of the main program but also not trying to treat it as a single 

objective. This 'divide and conquer' technique of programming is most 

helpful in situations such as this where the program is large. An 

alternative form of programming which is to treat the project as a 
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wholp Ipads to confusion whpn the commands become tanglpd and the 

logic behind the di~ections bpcomp ambiguous and lost in heaps of 

compute~ code. Refining and tpsting thesp p~ototypps was also much 

pasie~ than wo~king with the p~og~am as a wholp. As the p~ototypes 

~eachpd opp~ational status they became pa~t of the main p~og~am whe~p 

they would pe~fo~m thpi~ assigned task. 

This basic patte~n of envisioning, ~esea~ching, p~ototyping, 

and ~efining was p~esent th~oughout the p~oject each pa~t of which 

was pqually necessa~y to the pnti~e p~oject. As to the many 

thousands of commands used to c~eate this p~og~am thei~ explanation 

would be beyond the scope of this pape~. Howeve~ in the final COPy 

of this pape~ I hope to include a I isting of p~og~ams which I w~ote 

in o~de~ to enable the mic~o-compute~ to manage this p~esentation. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Since the success of this compute~ prog~am ~el ies a g~eat deal 

on how easi Iy info~mation can be obtained f~om it, one of the 

p~ima~y conce~ns in its design was use~ f~iendl iness. Wi th the use~ 

in mind a leaflet (see example 1) was c~pated which would guide the 

use~ th~ough sta~ting the p~og~am and to se~ve as a source of help 

du~ing the p~og~am's ope~ation. The use of exte~nal suppo~t fo~ 

compute~ p~ograms can be a ve~y impo~tant facto~ in the success of a 

p~og~am especially in cases when the backg~ounds of the USe~s va~y 

and can not be p~edicted. Howeve~ as mo~e powe~ful compute~s and 

p~og~ams a~e developed mo~e and mo~e of the exte~nal suppo~t such as 

this leaflet is being inhg~ated into the p~og~am itself. 

Afte~ the p~og~am is in ope~ation, much of what then occu~s is 
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based on the choices of the use~ as he moves f~om I ists of various 

options which a~e ~efe~~ed to in compute~ te~minology as 'menus'. 

These menus a~e much I ike those in a restau~ant except, instead of 

I isting food items, the compute~ menu I ists the use~'s options in 

di~ecting the compute~ to do desired tasks. 

The decisions the use~ makes a~e essential to how the p~og~am 

functions, and it is fo~ this ~eason that as the use~'s means of 

inte~acting wi th thp compute~ should be efficipnt and clea~. Wi th 

this notion of of easy use~ inte~action in mind, this p~og~am makes 

use of what I refer to as a 'choice - pad', which is a I isting of 

choicps the user selects from by placing a ma~ke~ next to the 

desi~ed option. This ma~ke~ is refer~ed to as a cu~so~ and 

indicates the p~esent sc~een position. The~e a~e seve~al impo~tant 

things to note about this technique of inte~action. Fi~st in 

impo~tance is the pase with which it can be used. By rplying on 

only a handful five keys this entire prog~am can be used whe~p 

al te~nate fo~ms of inte~action might include making selections f~om 

among all 88 kpys on the keyboa~d. This latter task of choosing 

keys may ~equi~e more concent~ation fo~ those not fami I ia~ wi th the ' 

keyboa~d and may lead to mo~e confusion than the simple activi ty of 

moving a cu~so~ with a~~ow keys while watching the cursO~ move in 

the di~ection which is indicated by the key p~essed. Anothe~ facto~ 

is that the actual manipulation of the sc~een may give the use~ a 

sense of involvempnt that is not p~esent when choices a~e p~esent 

only in lettp~ fo~m which is a widely used alte~nate fo~m of 

computer inte~action. Example 2 ~ep~esents a mo~e efficient use of, 

the choice pad by g~ouping related sets of options on the sc~een 

simul taneously in o~de~ fo~ the use~ to see the choices he makes as 
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well a~ the options from which he must choose. This use of multiple 

choice pads can be beneficial for the user who must make a series of 

decision» with each decision directly influencing the others. This 

technique of displaying choices with the context in which they are 

being made is important in creating the kind of factors which 

minimize the user ' s confusion and lead to user friendly programs. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

There are many conclusions to which this project may lead 

concerning the value of the micro-computer as a tool for analysis 

and exploration. It may also offer new insight to some the graphiC 

capabi I i ties of the micro-computer and various areas where these 

capabi lit i es can be appl i ed as well as the adaptabi I i ty of the 

micro-computer as an evolving form of communication and expression. 

Yet of the many and various conclusions and insights which it may 

lead to, I sincerely feel that it has helped me to better real ize the 

resources of helpful people and tools which exist at Pembroke State 

University. It has been this realization and the past ten months of 

work on my project that has taught me persistence in times when mY 

project was destroyed and had to be reconstructed as wei I as the 

times when it was prai sed by my adv i sors. I hope that my efforts 

may in some way be useful to others in attempts to gain insight 

about Pembroke State as my project represents not only the 

statistics concerning this university but as it also reflects an 

effort on my part which would not have been pos.sible wi thout the 

support of PembroKe State. 
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EXAMPLE OF PROGRAM CODE 

Line 369 Col Inse ... t Indent B:RECPROT.PAS 
xxxsum := 0; 
Y)')'sum 1= 0; 

count := statl'(pos[y2] .num}; 

FOR i := I to iii do BEGIN (sums x values} 


sumx := sumx + par ... a),3[i ,I]; ?Er_SCT: orJ :;; C'F ro.2. u . 

END; 

FOR i := I to iii do BEGIN (sums)' values} 


sum)' := sum), + par ... a)'3[i ,2J; 

END; 
 ':;r·,J r ,[ J·; c;J·,IT 'Jj;'E I ~'~ : r~.~pf!C- I'.': E GRf4=OH:C ? 1~OGr;'p.; ~: ' :;lG 

meanx := sumx/i i i; (finds mean values} 
ml'an), := sumy/i i i ; 
FOR i := I to iii do BEGIN 

;) :;::::;:;: ' ':; ~3,_~: [JExsum := pa...... a)'3[ i , I] - mpanx j {sums the dife ... ences} 

)'sum := pa...... a)'3[ i ,2] - mean)'j 

sumxy := xsum * ysum; 

sumxx := xsum * xsum; 

xysum := xysum + sumxy; 

xxsum := xxsum + sumxx; 


END; {calculate slopp} 

slope := x)'sum / xxsumj 

if (chol = I) thpn bpgi n 


)'sl 1= (slope * lo)'[),2]) + mean), - (slope * meanx)j {finds end points} 

),s2 := (slope * hi)'[),2J) + mean)' - (slope * meanx)j {d... awsl i nes} 


l'ndj 


Line 392 Col I nse ... t Indent B:RECPROT.PAS 

end; 

if (chol = 2) then begin 


)'sl :'" (slope * lox[)'2J) + mpan), - (slope * meanx); (finds end points} 

),s2 := (slope * hix[)'2]) + mean), - (slope * meanx); {d... awsl i nes} 


end; 
END; (bestfitline} 

Procedu ... e optionl; 

BEGIN {optionl} {scatte ... plot} 
selectwo... ld(13)j 
selectwindow(13); 
d ... awborder; 
i f v i = I the n BEG I N 


FOR i := I to post)'l] .num do BEGIN 

dr aw t ex tw ( p a ...... a), I [ i , I ] , P a ...... a), I [ i ,2] , I , , *' ) j 


END; 

END; 

if vi = 2 then BEGIN 


FOR i := I to post)'l] .num do BEGIN 
d ... awtextw( pa ...... a)'2[ i , I] ,pa...... a)'2[ i ,2], I, '*') j 


END; 

END; 
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